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Lost Biography of Peter 2023 Edition 

Introduction: Was Peter ever in Rome? 

If you are near Italy, you have Rome… this Church for which the Apostles have poured 

out their whole teaching with their blood, where Peter has emulated the Passion of the 

Lord. - Tertullian (195 CE), Prescription against Heretics, 36. 

This work has had the most fruitful and important results. But the essential question is 

this: has the tomb of St. Peter really been found? To that question, the answer is 

beyond all doubt: Yes. The tomb of the Prince of the Apostles has been found. Such 

is the final conclusion after all the labor and study of these years.  

 

A second question, subordinate to the first, refers to the relics of St. Peter. Have they 

been found? At the side of the tomb, the remains of human bones have been found. 

However, it is impossible to prove with certainty that they belong to the body of the 

Apostle.–1950 Christmas Address of Pope Pius XII 

 

Going from Roman Catholic tradition dating back to the 2nd century CE and until this present 

moment, the Church has spoken with one voice claiming Peter’s remains are in the Vatican.  

 

However, first the biblical data and now modern archaeology has proven conclusively the 

opposite: Peter never set foot in Rome, not even just to die. The truth of the matter is, they buried 

Peter on the Mount of Olives just outside Jerusalem and the apostle likely died defending that 

city in the First Jewish Revolt against Rome. 

 

But, if I am going to make such a bold claim against one of the most solid and long-standing 

tenets of Roman Catholicism, there had better be overwhelmingly strong data on my side to do 

so, for as the saying goes, extraordinary claims require extraordinary evidence. Our journey 

begins then with looking at what the Scripture has to say about Peter and how that data conflicts 

with the tradition of Peter being “pope” from 41 to 66 CE. We begin though from an unusual 

place: Paul, not Peter, was the first chief bishop of Rome. 

 

For they saw that the Good News of the uncircumcision was entrusted to me [Paul], 

just as they entrusted to Peter the Good News for the circumcised. For he who 

encouraged Keefa being sent to those who are circumcised also encouraged me to be sent 

out to the Gentiles. And when they knew that grace was given to me, Ya’akov, Keefa and 

Yochanan, who were all considered to be pillars, gave to Bar-Naba and myself the right 

hand of fellowship that we be among the Gentiles and they be among the circumcised. 

(Galatians 2:8-10 – The Apostolic Writings) 

This decision by the Jerusalem leadership, headed by Ya’akov Ha-Tzadik1, was that Peter was 

sent to the circumcised, and at that time the Emperor Claudius had expelled the Jews from Rome 

(Acts 18:2), making that city a poor prospect for evangelism.  

 

1 Also known as James the Just. 
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Scripture also tells us that Yeshua made Paul, not Peter, his representative in Rome: 

And when night came, our Master [Yeshua] appeared to Paul, and said to him: “Be 

strong; for as you have testified of me in Yerushalayim, so also you are to testify at 

Rome.” (Acts 23:11–The Apostolic Writings) 

It was Paul, not Peter, who was a Roman citizen who had extensive contacts in that city (Acts 

22:28, 25:10-12, 28:19). It was Paul, not Peter, whom Scripture says directly spent long periods 

of time in Rome, being imprisoned and writing as many as seven of his fourteen letters from 

there (Philippians 4:22, Colossians 4:3, Philemon 1:8-10, 13, 23; 2 Timothy 1:16)2. And it was 

Paul, not Peter, who specifically said he would not have preached in Rome if anyone else had 

established that assembly before him: 

By the power of signs and wonders and by the power of the Ruach haKodesh; so that 

from Yerushalayim I went around almost to Illyricum and have fulfilled the 

announcement of the Mashiyach; While I was careful not to preach where the name of 

Mashiyach had been invoked, or else I should build upon another man’s foundation. 

(Romans 15:19-20 – The Apostolic Writings) 

Therefore, Paul is the founder of the Roman assembly and, by Catholic terminology, its first 

chief bishop and pope.3 

In fact, when Paul is writing to the Roman assembly, he lists over two dozen leaders from there 

in his 16th chapter, and Peter is not on the list. Paul also makes clear he knows exactly who Peter 

is and his high apostolic rank as a “pillar4,” so there can be no pleading ignorance on Paul’s part 

on that score either. 

And finally, we have the witness of the book of Acts to consider here as well. In dozens of 

places, Peter is hundreds of miles away from Rome doing preaching across the Middle East, and 

he is continuously active in those places and Yerushalayim, so unless someone can prove Peter 

was updating his social media page, there is no way he could lead the Roman assembly for a 

quarter century as Catholic tradition claims, from 41-66 CE. 

Instead, 1st century Jewish historians Philo and Josephus reveal that the largest population of the 

circumcised—that is, the Jewish people—is in fact in Babylon, Iraq and the wider Mesopotamia 

region: 

And the state of all the nations which lie beyond the Euphrates added to his alarm; 

for he was aware that Babylon and many others of the satrapies of the east were 

 

2 Aramaic scribal tradition informs us at the end of the letters of Galatians, Ephesians, Philippians, Colossians, 2 
Timothy and Philemon that Paul wrote all these from Rome. Additionally Hebrews, the authorship of which is 
sometimes contested in the west, is unanimously proclaimed to be Paul in the Aramaic eastern assemblies and says 
directly in BL 14479 from 534 CE: End of the Letter to the Hebrews which was written from Italy of Rome and was 
sent by the hands of Timothy. Here ends the fourteen epistles of the Apostle Paul. 

3 It is important to note that the term “pope” or “papa” did not exist as a leadership title before the mid-3rd century, 
when it was used tas a funerary title for the chief bishop of Alexandria. It will not be until at least two more centuries 
from there that Rome uses it as the name for their chief bishop. 

4 Galatians 1:18-19, 2:7-10.  
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occupied by the Jews, knowing this not merely by report but likewise by personal 

experience; for every year sacred messengers are sent to convey large amounts of 

gold and silver to the temple5, which has been collected from all the subordinate 

governments, traveling over rugged, and difficult, and almost impassable roads, which 

they look upon as level and easy inasmuch as they serve to conduct them to piety. (Philo, 

Embassy to Gaius,1:216) 

 

And when these Jews had understood what piety the king had toward God, and what 

kindness he had for Ezra, they were all greatly pleased; nay, many of them took their 

effects with them, and came to Babylon, as very desirous of going down to Jerusalem; 

but then the entire body of the people of Israel remained in that country; therefore, there 

are but two tribes in Asia and Europe subject to the Romans, while the ten tribes 

are beyond Euphrates till now, and are an immense multitude, and not to be 

estimated by numbers. (Josephus, Antiquities, 1:132-133, writing ca. 90 CE) 

 

And that is why when Peter himself mentions going to Babylon, that must be referring to Iraq 

and not, as the Catholics claim, a coded reference for Rome, since the latter is mentioned directly 

by name on multiple occasions. In addition, the assembly Peter wrote about in Babylon is still 

here with us today, so it is important to hear what the man himself said about it: 

 

The elect assembly, which is in Babylon, sends peace to you, as does Mark, my son. 

Send peace to one another with a Set-apart kiss. Peace be with you all who are in the 

Mashiyach. Amen. (1 Peter 5:13-14 – The Apostolic Writings)6 

 

Bad Simon and Keefa Junior 

 

But if, as Scripture and history confirm, Peter never set foot in Rome, then could the Roman 

Church have had a case of mistaken identity? Or was there a massive cover up by them about 

their own origins? One popular idea: it was another Simon. 

 

The late Dr. Ernest Martin, a highly regarded Bible scholar, believed that Shimon the Magician 

went to Rome. In Acts 8, this magician had deceived many people in Samaria, convincing 

legions of his followers that he was divine. But then he was rebuked and made temporarily blind 

by Peter, and Shimon Magus was finished. 

 

Dr. Martin believed that, to get revenge on Peter, this other Shimon went to Rome and 

successfully passed himself off as the fisherman-apostle, being proclaimed the first bishop of 

Rome. To be sure, the 4th C historian Eusebius (Church History, Book 2, Chapters 13-15) said 

Magus went to Rome, but said nothing about him being mistaken for Peter. However, Justin 

 

5 The Torah requires that all Jews pay certain taxes for the upkeep of the Tabernacles and, by extension, the Temple. 
This includes a half-shekel tax for all men twenty and older (Exodus 30:14-15). Since Philo mentions a vast quantity 
of money paid to the Temple from outside of Israel, Temple records of his and Josephus’ day would have yielded 
precise numbers of Jews from Babylon and similar places to indicate the true extent of that exiled population. 

6 I find it very interesting that Catholic tradition says Babylon refers to them here, but when it is pointed out that the 
Whore of Babylon in Revelation 18 sits, as Rome does, on seven hills, all of a sudden they say it’s not them. 
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Martyr, writing about the year 150, touched on this possibility, while being careful not to ruffle 

any traditional feathers about Peter himself being in Rome: 

 

After Messiah’s ascension into heaven, the devils put forward certain men who said that 

they themselves were gods; and they were not only not persecuted by you, but even 

deemed worthy of honors.  

 

There was a Samaritan, Simon, a native of the village called Gitto, who in the reign of 

Claudius Caesar, and in your royal city of Rome, did mighty acts of magic, by virtue 

of the art of the devils operating in him. He was considered a god, and as a god was 

honored by you with a statue, which statue was erected on the river Tiber, between the 

two bridges, and bore this inscription, in the language of Rome:--Simoni Deo Sancto, 

“to Simon the Set-apart Elohim.”  

 

And almost all the Samaritans, and a few even of other nations, worship him, and 

acknowledge him as the first god; and a woman, Helena, who went about with him and 

had formerly been a prostitute, they say is the first idea generated by him.  

 

And a man, Menander, also a Samaritan, of the town Capparetaea, a disciple of Simon, 

and inspired by devils, we know to have deceived many while he was in Antioch by his 

magical art. He persuaded those who adhered to him that they should never die, and even 

now there are some living who hold this opinion of him.  

 

And there is Marcion, a man of Pontus, who is even on this day alive, and teaching his 

disciples to believe in some other god greater than the Creator. And he, by the aid of the 

devils, has caused many of every nation to speak blasphemies, and to deny that Elohim is 

the maker of this universe, and to assert that some other being, greater than He, has done 

greater works.–Justin Martyr, First Apology, Chapter 16, from Early Church Fathers, p. 

171. 

 

Then, only thirty years later, the late 2nd century bishop Clement of Alexandria had another novel 

theory: He thought there were two men named Keefa or Peter! Eusebius records Clement’s 

words: 

 

This is the account of Clement in the fifth book of his Hypotyposes, in which he also says 

that Cephas was one of the seventy disciples, a man who bore the same name as the 

apostle Peter, and the one concerning whom Paul says, “When Cephas came to Antioch I 

withstood him to his face.” (Eusebius, Church History, Book 1, Chapter 12). 

 

But is this likely? Could Paul have known two men named Keefa? If so, why didn’t he take the 

time to differentiate between them? We need to think on this: If one Keefa is a “pillar” and the 

other from the minor leagues, did Paul just forget? 

 

So, when all the Scripture and historical data is put together, there’s only one answer: Paul, who 

lived in Rome, and recorded twenty-eight leaders of Rome (without Peter), was Rome’s first 

chief bishop; so meet their first real global leader, Pope Paul the First of Tarsus. 
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This idea makes perfect sense because Paul’s known death date (67 CE) is very close to the 

probable date Peter died (66 CE). It would be very easy to swap out one for the other. But, if 

Paul is the one really buried in Rome, what happened to Peter? And. an even more intriguing a 

question to ask is: where is Peter really buried? 

 

Catholic Tradition Confused, and the Truth Covered up 

Our two earliest sources, Clement of Rome and Ignatius of Antioch, never mention Peter in 

Rome at all, and are vague about the manner and location of his death. Clement, who is bishop of 

Rome at the end of the 1st C CE, doesn’t even say Peter died there, but suffered a general 

martyrdom with Paul. However, Clement is beyond clear Paul died in Rome, as he says here, in 

Chapter 5 of his Letter to the Corinthians:  

Let us set before our eyes the illustrious apostles. Peter, through unrighteous envy, 

endured not one or two, but numerous labors and when he had at length suffered 

martyrdom, departed to the place of glory due to him.  

 

Owing to envy, Paul also got the reward of patient endurance, after being seven times 

thrown into captivity, compelled to flee, and stoned. After preaching both in the east and 

west, he gained the illustrious reputation due to his faith, having taught righteousness to 

the whole world, and come to the extreme limit of the west, and [Paul] suffered 

martyrdom under the prefects. Thus was he removed from the world, and went into the 

holy place, having proved himself a striking example of patience. 

 

The phrase “suffered martyrdom under the prefects” can only refer to Paul being murdered in 

Rome, but again does not apply to Peter.  

Ignatius however may give us the first “hint” of the Pope Peter tradition. In his Letter to the 

Romans, Chapter 4, Ignatius said: “I do not, as Peter and Paul, issue commandments to you.” 

The implication, from the year 108 CE, is that Peter and Paul had ruled together from Rome 

several decades earlier, hence his comparison to them in his letter. But nowhere does Ignatius 

specifically put Peter in Rome or say how he died. 

Our next earliest witnesses, Papias and Polycarp, who wrote in the middle of the 2nd century, are 

mute on Peter’s Roman residency and death. But in around 170 CE, our second “hint” about the 

Pope Peter tradition comes from Dionysus of Corinth, who wrote the following according to 

Eusebius in 325 CE:  

You have… bound close together the sowing of Peter and Paul at Rome and Corinth. For 

both planted the seed of the Gospel also in Corinth, and together instructed us, just as 

they likewise taught in the same place in Italy and at the same time suffered martyrdom.  

- Church History, Book 2, Chapter 25. 

Next up we have the Church Father Irenaeus, writing around 180 CE. In Against Heresies Book 

3, Irenaeus gives us the third “hint” of Peter and Paul co-laboring in Rome, though no mention of 

Peter’s manner of death in that city is offered: 
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Since, however, it would be very tedious, in such a volume as this, to reckon up the 

successions of all the Churches, we do put to confusion all those who, in whatever 

manner, whether by an evil self-pleasing, by vainglory, or by blindness and perverse 

opinion, assemble in unauthorized meetings; [we do this, I say,] by indicating that 

tradition derived from the apostles, of the very great, the very ancient, and 

universally known Church founded and organized at Rome by the two most 

glorious apostles, Peter and Paul; as also [by pointing out] the faith preached to men, 

which comes down to our time by means of the successions of the bishops. For it is a 

matter of necessity that every Church should agree with this Church, on account of 

its pre- eminent authority, the faithful everywhere, - Irenaeus, Against Heresies, Book 

3, Chapter 3, from Early Church Fathers, p. 415. 

 

But then, in around 195 CE, a Roman consul named Tertullian married a Christian wife and 

converted. This was the first time, other than the possible identification of Luke as Lucius 

Vitellius the Younger7, that we know a high ranking Roman official became a believer in the 

Messiah. By 207 CE, Tertullian was well known for his works against Marcion. Other key 

treatises he completed by 220 CE, when he died. It is from Tertullian that we get the first explicit 

statement that Peter suffered a bloody death in Rome, but no other details are given: 

But if you are near Italy, you have Rome, where authority is at hand for us too. What a 

happy church that is, on which the apostles poured out their whole doctrine with 

their blood; where Peter had a passion like that of the Lord, where Paul was crowned 

with the death of John [the Baptist, by being beheaded]. - Tertullian, Demurrer Against 

the Heretics 36 (ca. 200 CE)  

Again we see a general bloody death for Peter in Rome and a veiled reference—maybe—to 

crucifixion with the line “Peter had a passion like the Lord” hinting he died the same way 

Yeshua did. But is there any Scripture evidence to back this up? Catholic advocates point to one 

reference in the Gospel of Yochanan for their alleged proof: 

Now after they had dined, Yeshua said to Shimon Keefa, “Shimon, son of Yona, do you 

love me8 more than these?” He said to him, “Yes my Master you know that I love you.” 

He said to him, “Tend my lambs for me.” He said again to him the second time, “Shimon 

son of Yona, do you love me?” He said to him, “Yes my Master. You know that I love 

you.” Yeshua said to him, “Tend my sheep for me.” He said the third time to him, 

“Shimon son of Yona, do you love me?” And Keefa was sad that he said the third time 

to him, “Do you love me?” And he said to him, “My Master, you understand everything. 

You know that I love you.” Yeshua said to him, “Tend my ewes for me9. Amen, amen I 

 

7 As explained in the Theo Files section of the Study Guide. 

8 Aramaic word rakhem (love) can refer to all forms of love and affection, from friend, to brother, and all the way up to 
loving obedience to a master or king. Yeshua asks this question of Keefa three times in part to "counteract" the three 
denials, but also to ensure that Keefa understands the kind of love Yeshua is looking for: "Will you Keefa follow me 
no matter what, when it is hard and painful and regardless of personal sacrifice?" The rakhem of loving obedience is 
what is meant here moreso than casual friendship. 

9 Peshitta reads “feed my ewes” in 21:17, listing them last, while OSS puts “feed my ewes” a line earlier, in 21:16, 
which is the second of three. Mar Aphrahat, who seems to be quoting from memory, switches the order of the first 
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say to you that when you were a boy, you had clothed yourself and had walked to 

wherever you wanted. But when you grow old, you stretch out your hands and 

another will dress you (as a servant) and will conduct you to where you do not 

want.” And this he said that he might show by what death he would glorify Elohim. 

(Yochanan 21:15-19 – The Apostolic Writings) 

So two things stand out here. First, the imagery of Shimon “stretching out his hands” does 

heavily suggest he will die from crucifixion, but when and where that would happen is unclear, 

except that he will be elderly when it does.  

However, by the end of the 2nd century, it is clear writers like Irenaeus have taken this clue from 

Yochanan and interpreted it as a violent and bloody end. Tertullian, taking matters a step further, 

suggests “passion like the Lord” is a euphemism for crucifixion as well. 

And second, notice I have also bolded and underlined the three places Yeshua addressed Peter as 

“Shimon bar Yona.” This will also become a very important topic later on. For now, though, let 

us return to the main story. 

As for how Peter died, it is not until the anonymous Acts of Peter, said to be from around 200 CE 

but whose earliest extant manuscript is from two to three centuries later, that we get the first 

explicit reference to Peter being crucified upside down in Rome: 

[Peter said]… I beseech you the executioners, crucify me thus, with the head downward 

and not otherwise… For it is right to mount upon the stake of Messiah, who is the word 

stretched out, the one and only.- Acts of Peter 

 

Whereas earlier tradition said Peter “emulated the death of Messiah,” the Acts of Peter clearly 

states he did not want to die the same way as his Master, because the unique redemption of 

Yeshua could not be repeated by Peter’s martyrdom. What we have then are layers of tradition, 

from the vague to the specific. 

 

Although Catholic tradition demonstrates signs of confusion, that same tradition also tells us 

what really happened and how it was covered up. We begin with this statement from Eusebius 

about the Jerusalem Assembly, where we are told about the long-lost Jewish bishops of that city, 

from Yeshua’s brother forward: 

 

The chronology of the bishops of Jerusalem I have nowhere found preserved in writing; 

for tradition says that they were all short-lived. But I have learned this much from 

writings, that until the siege of the Jews, which took place under Adrian, there were 

fifteen bishops in succession there, all of whom are said to have been of Hebrew descent, 

and to have received the knowledge of Messiah in purity, so that they were approved by 

those who were able to judge of such matters and were deemed worthy of the episcopate. 

For their whole assembly consisted then of believing Hebrews who continued from the 

days of the apostles until the siege which took place at this time; in which siege the Jews, 

having again rebelled against the Romans, were conquered after severe battles. But since 

 
two kinds of sheep away from Peshitta and Greek, saying “rams and lambs” rather than the more familiar “lambs and 
rams.” Nevertheless, Mar Aphrahat does follow Peshitta in putting the ewes last. This would appear to be a slight 
favoring of Peshitta traditions over OSS although it is also clear from here and elsewhere that Mar Aphrahat was 
aware of the Edessan traditions too that later got embedded into OSS.  
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the bishops of the circumcision ceased at this time, it is proper to give her a list of their 

names from the beginning. The first, then, was James, the so-called brother of the Lord; 

the second, Symeon; the third, Justus; the fourth, Zacchaeus; the fifth, Tobias; the sixth, 

Benjamin; the seventh, John; the eighth, Matthias; the ninth, Philip; the tenth, Seneca; the 

eleventh, Justus; the twelfth, Levi; the thirteenth, Ephres; the fourteenth, Joseph; and 

finally, the fifteenth, Judas. These are the bishops of Jerusalem that lived between the age 

of the apostles and the time referred to, all of them belonging to the circumcision.- 

Eusebius, Church History, Book 4, Chapter 5, excerpted from Schaaf, Early Church 

Fathers, p. 176. 

 

Our focus is on the 2nd bishop, “Symeon” who followed after Ya’akov died. While it is very 

difficult to get reliable information in the Catholic tradition about him, we do have this statement 

from Hegisippus the Nazarene, from about 170 CE: 

 

And after James the Just had suffered martyrdom, as had the Lord also and on the same 

account, again Symeon the son of Clopas, descended from the Lord’s uncle, is made 

bishop.- Remains of Hegisippius, from Early Church Fathers, p. 764. 

 

Hegisippius then explains that Yeshua’s uncle (Joseph’s brother) was called Clopas, and that 

Symeon was his son. That is one tradition, but it is not the only one. Hippolytus of Rome, from 

around 200 CE, offered another: 

 

Simon the Zealot, the son of Clopas, who is also called Jude, became bishop of 

Jerusalem after James the Just, and fell asleep and was buried there at the age of 120 

years. - Hippolytus, On the Twelve Apostles, from Early Church Fathers, p. 255. 

 

To be fair, Philip Schaff says [Early Church Fathers, p. 242], that this quote connected to 

Hippolytus may not have come from him, but it is still 5th century and, therefore, it is still 

ancient. The thing is, the only way to harmonize the two is to say that Shimon bar Clopas was 

also Shimon the Zealot, but such is not hinted at in the Renewed Covenant. It is Shimon, the 

Zealot’s son, who is called Jude or Yehuda, not Shimon himself.   

 

Still another candidate is the Apostle Thomas whose given name is also Yehuda, and whom my 

research identifies as the same Yehuda who is Yeshua’s younger brother, nicknamed “the 

twin10,” because the two looked very much alike. That linkage would also mean Thomas wrote 

the Epistle of Jude, but then we have lost the linkage to Shimon, so Thomas isn’t the answer we 

are seeking either. 

 

And there is the Gospel of Luke, which tells us that Yochanan the Immerser is Yeshua’s second 

cousin. Similarly, the Book of Acts and Galatians clarify that Ya’akov Ha Tzadik (James the 

 

10 “Twin” in Aramaic is tooma, from where we get “Thomas.” In Greek this is Didymos, or “double copy.” 
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Just) is Yeshua’s half-brother. However, the Gospel of Yochanan tells us that “Shimon the 

Zealot” is Judas Iscariot’s father11! 

 

 He was speaking now concerning Yehuda Skaryota, the son of Shimon, for he was 

about to betray him being one from the twelve. (Yochanan 6:71 – The Apostolic 

Writings) 

 

Here’s a second witness to this important fact: 

 

And Yeshua dipped the bread and gave it to Yehuda, the son of Shimon Skaryota (the 

Zealot). (Yochanan 13:26 – The Apostolic Writings) 

 

While I can’t eliminate this possibility 100%, I find it highly improbable that Yeshua would be 

directly related to the man who betrayed him, and yet the Apostolic Writings are completely 

silent on the matter. The sources also disagree on when this Symeon died and how long his life 

was. Why is this so complicated? 

 

 I believe the answer is simple: This is an attempt to cover up the real identity of the Shimon who 

was the second bishop of Jerusalem, none other than Shimon Keefa (Peter)! The word clopas 

(Aramaic qeylopa) means “lots” (same as Persian purim and Hebrew goral). Scripture tells us 

the lots were often made of little rocks12: 

 

“Among the smooth stones (gam- ם  of the stream is your portion; they, they, are your (גַּ

lot (goral-ל  Also to them you have poured a drink offering, you have offered a grain !(גֹורַּ

offering. Am I comforted in these? (Isaiah 57:6 The Scriptures 1998) 

 

But even earlier references confirm the use of rock lots for making decisions: 

 

And Aharon shall cast lots for the two goats, one lot ( ל ָ֥  and the other יהוה κλῆρον) for / גֹור 

lot for Azazel. And Aharon shall bring the goat on which the lot for יהוה fell and shall 

prepare it as a sin offering. (Leviticus 16:8-9 – The Scriptures 1998) 

 

 

 

11 That is, the Peshitta Aramaic Majority Text makes this clear association, while the Greek versions are vague and 
confusing both in their original texts and in English translation. 

12 Greek pronunciation is a little different from the Aramaic original word, using an eta (h) and coming out cleopas, but 
there is no doubt about the etymology linking it to goral and purim. 
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And in one of the most dramatic uses for lots in the whole Bible, that of the story of Esther, we 

see the Persian word pur is also interpreted in Hebrew as goral and in Greek as clopas: 

 

In the first month, which is the month of Nisan, in the twelfth year of Sovereign 

Ahaseurus, someone cast Pur–that is, the lot ( ל ָ֜  before Haman from –(ּפּו֩ר ֙הּוא ַהּגֹור 

day to day, and from month to month, until it fell on the twelfth month, which is the 

month of Adar. (Esther 3:7 – The Scriptures 1998) 

 

 

 

When we also look at the Persian word in Esther for “lot” which is pur, that is specifically a 

stone lot as well, according to the Brown Drivers Briggs Lexicon: 

 

ּפּור   7610  (Strong 6332). Assyrian loanword, puru, buru, stone, explained by ל  Est ַהּגֹור 

3:7, 9:24. 

 

The point is, this is close to an open secret saying, this Shimon is the Rock, Keefa. But, if true, 

how and when did Peter return to Jerusalem? The answer may come from Josephus writing about 

certain events that happened in 62 CE: 

 

Festus was now dead, and Albinus was but upon the road; so [Ananus] assembled the 

Sanhedrin of judges, and brought before them the brother of Yeshua, who was called 

Messiah, whose name was Ya’akov, ’and some of his companions; and, when he had 

formed an accusation against them as breakers of the Torah, he delivered them to 

be stoned: but as for those who seemed the most equitable of the citizens, and such as 

were the most uneasy at the breach of the laws, they disliked what was done; they also 

sent to the king [Agrippa], desiring him to send to Ananus that he should act so no more, 
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for what he had already done was not to be justified… on which King Agrippa took the 

high priesthood from him. (Josephus, Antiquities, 20:200-203, 1st century CE) 

 

With Yeshua’s brother Ya’akov now murdered, I believe Peter returned from Babylon to take 

over the Jerusalem Assembly, so “Symeon son of Clopas” was actually Shimon Keefa, son of 

Jonah. The question is, do we have any evidence to justify Peter returning to Jerusalem, and, if 

so, can there be much doubt that Peter would then have assumed command there? After all, he 

was literally Yeshua’s chosen successor, Rome or not! And finally, what if archaeology proves it 

true? 

 

Peter’s Jerusalem Tomb—Found!  

 

And in that day His feet shall stand upon the Mount of Olives, which faces Yerushalayim 

on the east. And the Mount of Olives shall be split in two, from east to west, a very great 

valley, and half of the mountain shall move toward the north and half of it toward the 

south. (Zechariah 14:4 - The Scriptures 1998) 

 

This is a key Messianic prophecy. Although Zechariah directly says it is Father Yah who will 

stand on the Mount of Olives, many millions of Messianic believers take this to refer to Yeshua’s 

Second Coming as Elohim made flesh, standing on the Mount of Olives. So it should not be 

surprising that some Messianics in Jerusalem would want to be buried there, including the 

famous ones. 

  

And, on the Mount of Olives, there is a Franciscan Monastery called “Dominus Flevit” or “Our 

Lord Wept,” referring to the traditional place Yeshua cried tears over Jerusalem’s fate. In 1953, 

archaeologists uncovered remains of a tomb complex, dated to just prior to 70 CE. The burials 

were primarily Jewish, but it was also a Christian pilgrimage site, much like the famous 

catacombs in Rome.  

 

We know this because no purely Jewish tomb would have these features I am about to 

demonstrate, and we can also prove Christians met there because they left evidence behind: 

 

 
 

It would seem odd to leave a Christian cross—perhaps the first or second earliest one ever 

found—in a tomb if it were not for someone venerated by Christians. So, before we get to the 

main event, an inscription that I and other experts believe reads Shimon Bar Yona, let us look at 

the overall site in context first. 
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Here we see another purely Christian symbol, the Chi-Rho, which are the first two Greek letters 

for the word Christos, the Greek word for Messiah.  

 

 
 

Again, why inscribe this on a Jewish ossuary if the remains were not that of a Messianic 

believer? And as we will now see, the Chi-Rho becomes the basis for St. Peter’s seal. 

 

 
 

 

We should also bear it in mind that the use of ossuaries was only from 20 BCE to 70 CE, but the 

items in them date the ossuaries from mid to late 1st century. What is also unusual about some of 

these ossuaries is, besides giving the name of the person and their family who are buried within, 

they are also dedicated to a third party. 
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I believe the features discussed amply show that this is not a normal Jewish burial, but one of 

supreme importance to 1st century Messianic/Christian believers. There is a lot more evidence 

supporting this idea, which I will get to later. Meanwhile, here is the star of the show: 

 

 
 

“Shimon Bar-Yona” 

  

There is universal agreement that the first two words read “Shimon bar” (Simon, son of…). 

However, to be fair, some experts think the last name is Zillai, not Yona, even though they admit 

the last name should have a “Y” on the end, and it is missing.   

 

Another scholarly argument against this tomb being Peter’s is that, even if the inscription does 

read “Shimon bar Yona,” they are expecting the name “Peter” to be there. I find this argument 

disingenuous on several grounds.  

 

First, we seem to forget the early Messianics were a persecuted, underground lot. The other 

major problem with this idea is that the Chi-Rho symbol is clearly associated with Peter early on 

as a kind of open code pointing to his seal. 

 

It appears frequently above his name in ancient inscriptions and is so similar to his seal that the 

burden of proof is to show that this “Shimon bar Yona” combined with the Chi-Rho isn’t him! 

  

For the sake of other believers, the people who put this tomb complex together would certainly 

have left enough evidence for the faithful to know exactly what this was about, which is exactly 

what we see on the ground. Therefore, I am astonished that those who advocate “Zillai” don’t 

discuss these other facts. 

 

Another point of contention is that the letters of “Yona” are irregular. Specifically, the Hebrew 

Yodh (y) is traditionally the smallest letter. But here the Yodh, if the “Yona” reading is correct, 

is actually larger than the usually much larger Waw (oh). Other inscriptions there have the same 

pattern. Let’s look at the Yeshua inscription again, which every scholar agrees on as having that 

exact name: 
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In addition, for the “Shimon” inscription, we have the Final Noon (N) abnormally long, so, when 

compared with Y and the O there, the relative lengths make sense. 

 

 
 

 

Also look at this: The “oh” letter has a top curve just like the Hebrew waw/vav: 
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The final letter that is sometimes disputed is the second to last. Is it a Lamed (L) or is it a Noon 

(N)? The answer is, it could be either one. For those who believe the name is Zilla, it is an L, 

while those who like Yona say it is an N.  

  

However, another odd aspect of these letters is that they may tell us exactly where the believers 

who made the tomb came from, and it might not be Jerusalem! 

 

What is also very intriguing about this find is that the archaeologists who found Peter’s tomb 

were also Catholic priests as well as experienced scholars. In 1958, two of them published a 

book in Italian called Gli Scavi del Dominus Flevit (The Excavations of Dominus Flevit). The 

pictures you are seeing here are from that book, which contains the research by these two priests, 

Bellarmino Bagatti and Josef Tadeusz Milik. Then, in 1960, American researcher F. Paul 

Peterson followed up with the book Peter’s Tomb Recently Discovered in Jerusalem, which 

printed its 4th edition in 1971. Mr. Peterson put some chapters on the internet and said they could 

be copied. The proviso was that, in return for reproducing his material, we provide information 

where the book can be sold as follows13:  

 

http://www.amazon.com/Peters-tomb-recently-discovered-

Jerusalem/dp/B0007F39E2/ref=sr_1_4?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1462930546&sr=1-

4&keywords=F.+Paul+Peterson.  

 

Copyright © 1960 by F. PAUL PETERSON (4th Edition, 1971). Copies may be obtained 

from your local bookstore or from the author and publisher, F. Paul Peterson, P.0. Box 

7351, Fort Wayne, Indiana, Price $2.00. Permission is granted to reproduce any part of 

this book if title, price and address where it may be purchased are given.  

 

Mr. Peterson further points out: 

 

What makes the possibility of error more remote is that the remains were found in a 

Christian burial ground and more yet of the 1st C, the very time in which Peter lived. In 

fact, I have a letter from a noted scientist stating that he can tell by the writing that 

it was written just before the destruction of Jerusalem by Titus in 70 A.D. 

 

Father Bagatti told me personally that three years ago he went to the Pope (Pius XII) in 

Rome and showed him the evidence and the Pope said to him, ‘Well, we will have to 

make some changes, but for the time being, keep this thing quiet’. In awe I asked also in 

a subdued voice, “So the Pope really believes that those are the bones of St. Peter?” 

“Yes,” was his answer, “The documentary evidence is there. He could not help but 

believe.” 

 

 

13 The original internet post featured a website at aloha.net that is no longer active. What I have reproduced here is a 
combination of the online material I originally had plus excerpts from the 2017 edition of Peterson’s book, which was 
updated by Jason Kerrigan. 

http://www.amazon.com/Peters-tomb-recently-discovered-Jerusalem/dp/B0007F39E2/ref=sr_1_4?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1462930546&sr=1-4&keywords=F.+Paul+Peterson
http://www.amazon.com/Peters-tomb-recently-discovered-Jerusalem/dp/B0007F39E2/ref=sr_1_4?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1462930546&sr=1-4&keywords=F.+Paul+Peterson
http://www.amazon.com/Peters-tomb-recently-discovered-Jerusalem/dp/B0007F39E2/ref=sr_1_4?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1462930546&sr=1-4&keywords=F.+Paul+Peterson
http://www.amazon.com/Peters-tomb-recently-discovered-Jerusalem/dp/B0007F39E2/ref=sr_1_4?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1462930546&sr=1-4&keywords=F.+Paul+Peterson
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The current Vatican site for Peter was found in 1939, during the reign of this same Pope, 

who asked the Jerusalem priests to keep their find quiet in 1953. After that, the cover-up 

of the truth appeared to be in full swing! 

 

Subsequent excavations at the Vatican site were conducted in 1968 by Pope Paul VI, who 

famously declared, “the bones are identified in a way that we can hold to be convincing,” 

but except for saying the bones were of a man between 60 and 70 years old, no definitive 

tests for dating the skeleton were done, a move which Peterson found suspicious: 

 

But the most astounding statement in the long article found in the above mentioned 

newspapers is, “The professor did not submit them (Peter’s bones?) to modern scientific 

tests, which would have determined the approximate age, because, she feared, the process 

would have reduced them to dust.” How could any scientific study of bones be carried 

out without first scientifically determining the age of the person, or bones? This would be 

of the greatest interest and the most important for further research. Also, any scientist or 

chemist knows that you do not have to submit the whole skeleton for testing to determine 

the age. A part of the shin bone or of a rib would be sufficient. It appears that she was 

protecting her “Peter’s bones” from another [pg. 20] possible disaster, which a wrong age 

would have caused. - F. Paul Peterson, Peter’s Tomb Recently Discovered (online 

chapters) 

 

And the “party line” continues even now. For example, in 2013, Pope Francis also declared the 

Vatican skeleton to be Peter’s, but, once again, no definitive proof has been offered, not even the 

promise of a future investigation. For more info please see: http://www.cbsnews.com/news/pope-

francis-visits-st-peters-tomb-under-vatican/.  

 

And yet, with all this evidence found in Jerusalem, the world continues to ignore the true 

biography of Shimon Keefa. Again, it is not so much the inscription bearing his name alone, but 

all the other pieces of evidence that collectively and definitively identify Peter being there. Let 

me show you a few more pieces of evidence. 

 

Other Inscriptions 

 

 
“Martha and Maria” 

ayrmw atrm  
 

http://www.cbsnews.com/news/pope-francis-visits-st-peters-tomb-under-vatican/
http://www.cbsnews.com/news/pope-francis-visits-st-peters-tomb-under-vatican/
http://www.cbsnews.com/news/pope-francis-visits-st-peters-tomb-under-vatican/
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“Zachariah, Mariam, Eleazar” in Greek 

 

 
 

“Shapeera” (Acts 5:1) 

 

 
 

“Shlom-Zion, Daughter of Shimon the Priest” (Luke 2:25-35) 

 

The December 2022 Zupan Expedition 

 

So for the next five years, that is where the research stood. When I made my first video about 

this topic, that very week the F. Paul Peterson book was updated and put on Amazon. Now it 

included extra materials by a pastor named Jason Kerrigan, along with Peterson’s original 

findings. 
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Lawrence Zupan holds the fragment of the “Shimon bar Yona” ossuary, which was removed from Dominus Flevit 

for “restoration purposes” at the Church of the Flagellation, where he is in this picture. At this time there is no 

discussion regarding when this ossuary may be put back together for public display.  Photo is from December 20th, 

2022.  

 

 

But what is daunting is that, even though this update came in 2017, the photos used in the new 

book were still the original grainy and low quality black and white ones from 1958 to 1961, 

meaning from the Italian excavation’s notes to a few additional pictures from Peterson, but 

nothing in the intervening decades from then until this moment. 

 

However, that state of affairs changed when one of my friends, Lawrence Zupan, went to 

Jerusalem with his son Zachary, specifically to discover more about this mystery. First, I 

forwarded my 2017 video and the notes I had and then I began corresponding with him in real 

time as his efforts went forward. 

 

Remarkably, through Lawrence’s gentle yet persistent persuasiveness matched by their gracious 

and dignified acquiescence, several important people at Dominus Flevit and the Church of the 

Flagellation gave him unparalleled access to the original ossuaries, and he photographed them, in 

high-resolution digital color, for the very first time. And those new pictures, the first in over six 

decades, had quite the story to tell. 

 

Part of the new revelations though came about partially because we had so little data from the 

1958 excavation the book Gli Scavi del Dominus Flevit. To begin with, you cannot buy this book 

today online, from Amazon or anywhere else I looked, although that does not mean I cannot find 

it at a time after I am writing these words. 

 

Another problem is that it is in Italian and the digital image of my copy is so exceedingly poor 

that it was challenging for even some native Italian speakers we showed it to to give us a 

translation of it. And, as if that is not bad enough, there is only one digital copy of the book on 

the internet, and you can only “rent” it for an hour at a time. When that hour is elapsed, you must 

request it again, and if someone else grabs it, you are simply out of luck. Even using screenshots 

and digital magnification techniques did not clear up the text, however. 
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As my ability to glean information from this most critical source continues being severely 

hindered, it is clearly a deliberate attempt at obscuration by the Vatican. But however slow it has 

been, my efforts eventually got me better information about the excavation that I did not have in 

2017. 

 

Let me show you two examples of how these hard-won clarifications work.  First, the poor 

quality of the PDF text cannot be overstated, and it was only, as I just said, with the help of 

several native Italian speakers and Google Translate, along with great trial and error, that some 

of the most important statements of Bagatti and Milik have now come to light. I present these for 

public review for the first time in the English language. 

In the Preface on page 1, Bagatti makes a statement that in later years he attempts to backpedal 

from:  What do we feel like having Jewish-Christian sheep dating back to the time of the 

Apostles? He said this while describing the tomb. It is therefore a tomb containing remains from 

Jewish-Christian believers from the time of the Apostles!  

 

Apparently, even though Bagatti was given a papal order to keep the discovery of Peter’s ossuary 

quiet, this statement he wrote for the 1958 excavation was not as strong as the Pope probably 

thought it should have been. By 1960 however, Bagatti was in revision mode, according to James 

Pritchard of the American Journal of Archaeology, Volume 64, Number 3 (July, 1960): 

 

In the construction of a wall around their property on the Mount of Olives in Jerusalem, 

the Franciscan fathers discovered an extensive cemetery of more than 500 burials 

extending from the first century B.C. to the fourth century A.D. The final report on this 

cemetery has been published by Father B. Bagatti, three years after the excavations of 

1953-1955. 

 

Apparently Bagatti was now suggesting that the Chi-Rho could only have come from 

Constantine’s day in the 4th century, which is a supposition we will shortly disprove. However 

Mr. Pritchard continues with some other interesting observations, including about that Chi-Rho 

symbol: 

 

The graffiti on the ossuaries contain an important sampling of names during the early 

Christian centuries—7 are in Greek, 11 in Hebrew and 11 are in Aramaic. The 

inscriptions are, perhaps, most important for the evidence which they provide for the 

Hebrew-Aramaic script, both cursive and square, which was in common use during the 

period of the burials…The appearance of the so-called Constantine monogram, X with a 

superimposed P, when taken with proper names which correspond to the New Testament, 

has led the excavator to consider the burials in tomb 79 as Christian. 

 

By saying so-called Constantine monogram, Pritchard is expressing doubt at that identification. 

But it is what Pritchard says just after this statement that is of particular interest in terms of the 

cover up. The very next year according to Pritchard, 1959, Father Roland De Vaux published a 

scathing rebuttal to the claim that tomb 79 was Christian, which is remarkable considering the 

propensity of crosses and other Christian iconography. Also while it is true pagans also used 
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crosses in their tombs, neither Jews nor Christians would allow pagan burial amidst their own 

dead14.  

 

And finally on this point, Bagatti, who had in the past only proposed Yona or Zina as Shimon’s 

father, next proposed a Latin name just a few years later, which contradicted his own accounting 

and that of Pritchard’s, that there were no Latin inscriptions found in the tomb.   

 

But it is the recovery of a second Italian paragraph into English that explains these choices more 

clearly, again from the Preface on page 1: 

 

The reading for the similarities previously mentioned is not certain. The reading proposed 

in Liber Annus [Year Book], page 162 (Yona) remains possible. To show for the public 

purpose in such a case, equally likely for and towards Yona, corresponds also to Zina 

from ossuary #21. 

 

The importance of this statement from 1958 is that Bagatti only gives two choices, one of which  

(Zina) he very likely knows is not viable, leaving only Yona as the correct reading. The reason I 

say Zina is not viable is because it is not a biblical Hebrew name, though it is used as such in 

modern times. In fact, the only time Zina appears in Scripture is in 1 Chronicles 23:10-11, where 

we are directly told it is a scribal error! 

 

The sons of Shimei were Jahath, Zina, Jeush and Beriah. These four were the sons of 

Shimei. Jahath was the first and Zizah the second; but Jeush and Beriah did not have 

many sons, so they became a father's  (1 Chronicles 23:10-11 NAU) 

 

In verse 10 the name of second son is Zina, but the second son of the same man (Shimei) is 

corrected in the next verse as Zizah. As a result, Zina  occurs nowhere else in Scripture in any 

language version, including Greek and Aramaic. Bagatti, as a world class expert in Scripture and 

ancient biblical languages, must have known his second choice was a “straw man”; a diversion 

used to show his superiors that he was not wedded to “Yona” exclusively, yet telegraphing to 

others that the first choice was the only genuine one to consider. And yet, when Bagatti was 

interviewed by F. Paul Peterson, the author made this observation: 

 

As I said before, it is most remarkable, that, though [Bagatti] insinuated a question which 

could lead one from the truth, he did not contradict me. He certainly would have denied 

his belief, if he conscientiously could have done so—when I clearly wrote, “I was very 

much convinced with you that the remains found in the bone-box with the name on it in 

Aramaic, Simon Bar Jona, were those of St. Peter. – F. Paul Peterson, Peter’s Tomb 

Recently Discovered in Jerusalem, p. 17. 

 

 

14 Peter’s Tomb Recently Discovered in Jerusalem, pp. 19-20: Mark you, all the priests agree that the Vatican and St. 
Peter’s were built over a Pagan cemetery…Pagans would never bury a Christian in their own burial ground, and you 
may be very sure that Christians would never bury their dead in a Pagan cemetery. So, even if Peter died in Rome, 
which is even foolish to suppose, surely the pagan cemetery under St. Peter’s would be the last place he would have 
been buried. 
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The less than truthful insinuation Peterson mentions here is Bagatti’s suggestion that even if the 

inscription was Shimon bar Yona and the cemetery is clearly Christian, that it could come from a 

later time than the apostles, such as the 11th century. To that idea, Peterson counters with what 

the Franciscan priests at Dominus Flevit told him first hand, this excerpt being from his online 

notes: 

 

It fell upon them in this manner, as I was told by a Franciscan monk of the  

monastery of Dominus Flevit. One of their members was spading the ground on this 

site in 1953, when his shovel fell through. Excavation was started and there a large 

underground Christian burial ground was uncovered. The initial of Christ in Greek 

was written there which would never have been found in a Jewish, Arab or pagan 

cemetery.  

 

By the structure of the writings, it was established by scientists that they were of the 

days just before the destruction of Jerusalem by Titus in 70 A.D. You can see then, 

how the Christians would be inclined to have their burial ground on the Mount, for here 

also had been a favorite meeting place of Jesus and His disciples. In all the cemetery, 

nothing was found (as also in the Catacombs in Rome) which resembles Arab, 

Jewish, Catholic or pagan practices15. 

 

Bagatti’s original beliefs, along with the beliefs of Pope Pius XII, are also related to Peterson 

from those same Franciscan priests: 

 

Then, when I was visiting the Church of the Nativity in Bethlehem, I encountered a 

Franciscan monk. After declaring to him what a wonderful discovery the Franciscans had 

made, I asked him plainly, “Do you folks really believe that those are the bones of St. 

Peter?” 

 

He responded, “Yes we do,. We have no choice on the matter. The clear evidence is 

there.” 

 

Then I asked, “So Father Bagatti (the co-writer of the book on the subject, and 

archaeologist) really believes that those bones are the bones of St. Peter?” 

 

“Yes he does,” he responded. 

 

Then I asked, “So what does the Pope (Pius XII) think of all this?” 

 

“Well,” he answered, “Father Bagatti told me personally that three years ago he went to 

the Pope in Rome and showed him the evidence, and the Pope said to him, Well we will 

have to make some changes, but for the time being, let us keep this thing quiet.’” 

 

 

15 To be clear, there were many Jewish burial boxes entombed below Dominus Flevit, but what Peterson appears to 
be saying is that this one important section, cave 79 which contained the Shimon bar Yona ossuary, was in an 
exclusive “Christian section.” 
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Then I said, “So the Pope (Pius XII) really believed that those were the bones of St. 

Peter?” 

 

“Yes,” was his answer, “The documentary evidence is there; he could not help 

believing.” – F. Paul Peterson, Peter’s Tomb Recently Discovered in Jerusalem, p. 14 

 

Our second proof for demonstrating the workings of the overall conspiracy concerns photo #81, 

which we saw before, from Gli Scavi of the Shimon bar Yona inscription: 

 

 
 

Fortunately, this is one of the few photographs that came out pretty well. It looks nice, and it 

looks like the ossuary is undamaged. Lawrence then duplicated this shot in living color, and we 

have the same impression of an intact ossuary: 

 

 
 

But, when we pull back the camera a little, the shocking truth is revealed: Someone shattered the 

ossuary on purpose! 
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The questions to ask of course is who could have done this, and when did it happen? Since we 

know the cemetery was a pilgrimage site for believers in the Messiah, it seems unlikely that any 

vandalism could have occurred before the tomb was sealed on or before 70 CE.  

 

Further, if an earthquake or some other natural disaster had occurred before the tomb was 

rediscovered in 1953, the ossuaries next to the Shimon bar Yona inscription would have also 

been damaged but were not.  

 

Therefore, whatever actually happened, it could only have occurred in between 1953 and 1958, 

since by the latter date the ossuary was known to have been vandalized16. Since the only people 

at that time who had access to the tomb and its artifacts were either the Franciscan priests at 

Dominus Flevit and/or the Catholic authorities who were informed about it, this all but proves a 

conspiracy took place to eliminate any chance of ossuary 19’s human remains being tested and 

compared to the alleged Peter skeleton now in Rome.  

 

But regardless as to all that, other aspects of this cover up are easily discerned at multiple levels, 

and no aspects of any possible conspiracy attach to the people my friend Lawrence interacted 

with. 

 

Now if my Italian was better, or if the excavation notes were easier to read, the shattering of the 

Shimon bar Yona ossuary would not have been shocking to me at all. However, it was a stunning 

development precisely because of how well they hid this fact and how hard it was to glean the 

facts we have now.  

 

To be fair though, the notes had one small drawing showing it was broken before 1958, with a 

close-up at right and the description at the bottom of the page enlarged for easier—though still 

difficult—viewing: 

 

 

16 The selective destruction of ossuary 19 from cave 79 is my primary basis for concluding deliberate vandalism was 
the culprit from 1953 to 1958. 
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Finally, to hear the entirety of Lawrence’s testimony in his own words, please see this video: 

https://youtu.be/AKz1S01Y8E0. I believe many will find his story both entertaining and 

informative, especially given the fact that his adventure is recorded within weeks of the actual 

events. 

 

The Cover up Continues 

 

I also saw direct evidence of the overall cover up throughout my time researching this topic. We 

already discussed how the excavation notes were made complicated to both read and access on 

purpose, but besides that, Lawrence found about the removal of the ossuary from its original 

archaeological context and its very curious relocation to the Church of the Flagellation.  

 

https://youtu.be/AKz1S01Y8E0
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He was told the removal was for restoration and public display purposes, but at this time no other 

information regarding these things is available. It is also important to emphasize, as Lawrence 

did with me directly, that the people he interacted with treated him with grace and dignity and 

were transparent with him in everything they said and did. If there are darker motives at work, 

they are not coming from the people he met. 

 

But on the other hand, at the more corporate-institutional level, things may be different. Some 

high ranking authority or authorities, apart from the people Lawrence met, removed the ossuary 

from Dominus Flevit so that the public could not see it; its shattering into pieces was intended to 

prevent the remains from ever being compared to the tomb in Rome. 

 

In addition, according to American researcher F. Paul Peterson and as quoted earlier, Pope Pius 

XII was briefed on the discovery of Peter’s tomb by the Jesuit priests who found it in 1953. At 

that point, the Pope admitted the find was authentic but asked that the discovery be kept quiet “in 

the meantime.”  

 

As a result, there is a marked difference between what Bagatti and Milik originally reported and 

what they said later, after their notes were published. In fact, as the Italian excavation notes 

slowly get put into English, it is surprising sometimes that traces of their original conclusions are 

still found there. 

 

For example, as we saw in the Preface, Paul Bagatti identified the site as having Judeo-Christian 

sheep [i.e., followers of the Messiah] dating from the time of the apostles. But, in later 

interviews, Bagatti put forward later dates, such as the 4th century, primarily because he believed 

the Chi-Rho found there was from the time of Constantine or later. 

 

While Constantine popularized the Chi-Rho when he painted the logo on the shields of his 

soldiers just before the Battle of Milvian Bridge in 312 CE, the Chi-Rho had been in use as a 

symbol for Christianity well before Constantine’s day, as researcher Sandy Silver Sweeny 

pointed out here: 

 

The use of the Chi Rho symbol preceded the use of it by Constantine. In the first hundred 

years of the faith, it was a secret sign for Christians to identify themselves to each other 

and was used in catacomb art from the c. 150’s through the 350’s AD. 

(https://earlychurchhistory.org/christian-symbols/the-chi-rho-symbol/)  

 

Along those same lines and in one famous example, when the Vatican announced it found 

Peter’s tomb on their grounds in 1939, they dated the inscriptions there to 160 CE, a century and 

a half before Constantine, and look what we see right above Peter’s name17: 

 

 

 

17 Nor is the Chi-Rho originate for Christian use. Its design has been traced back to the coins of Ptolemy III, from 
around 230 BCE. But in the Mount of Olives tomb there is no doubt this was intended to identify Christianity in 
general and St. Peter in particular. 

https://earlychurchhistory.org/christian-symbols/the-chi-rho-symbol/
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Sign adorning St. Peter’s Roman tomb, with Chi-Rho above his name and not Paul’s. Below image shows a later 

Chi-Rho design adorned with Alpha and Omega letters. This one was found in the tomb of St. Cecelia who died 

around the year 230. Other Chi-Rhos of this design date back to the 2nd century 

(https://www.pinterest.com/pin/37928821851690984/) which probably means the older unadorned versions are older 

than that. 

 

 
 

Conclusions 

 

So now, as I hope is clear, we have seen definitive evidence that  the Renewed Covenant shows 

that Peter never went to Rome, and that Paul is most likely that church’s first chief bishop or 

pope. Early Church Fathers, like Clement of Rome and Ignatius of Antioch, also make no 

mention of Peter ever being in Rome, but are clear Paul was beheaded there. 

 

Further, the traditions that built up about Peter’s martyrdom have done so over centuries, from 

general statements of his martyrdom, to slowly identifying Rome as where he died, progressing 

later to some form crucifixion, and only in the latest form (The Acts of Peter, 200 CE) do we see 

any reference to Peter being crucified upside down. 

 

https://www.pinterest.com/pin/37928821851690984/
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Later, church sources also indicated confusion about who really went to Rome and when. The 

irreconcilable differences in these details are most likely a patchwork attempt to cover up the 

truth that Peter was never in Rome. But one reference to the second bishop of Jerusalem as 

“Symeon” may, in fact, refer to Peter’s final return and eventual death in Jerusalem. 

 

The 1st century Jewish historian Josephus then tells us that, around 62 CE, the first head of the 

Jerusalem Assembly, James the Just, was murdered. This event would be the most likely catalyst 

for bringing Peter back to Jerusalem from Babylon (1 Peter 5:13-14), and he probably died four 

years later in Jerusalem in or around 66 CE, at the start of the First Jewish Revolt. 

 

Finally, the discovery of the tomb complex at Dominus Flevit on the Mount of Olives provides 

hard archaeological proof that Peter had, in fact, returned to Jerusalem in the last few years of his 

life. It is likely that they buried him, most fittingly, alongside other people mentioned in the 

Apostolic Writings, such as Martha, Mary, Lazarus and the daughter of the priest, that blessed 

Yeshua as an infant. 

 

But old Catholic traditions, on this point especially, will die very hard, if at all. So, while the 

Vatican continues to cover up the truth, all access to what they feel are Peter’s bones is, of 

course, completely restricted. 

 

However, I can also testify to the fact that they cannot cover this massive scandal up forever. We 

will continue to scrutinize the Italian excavation notes and strive for the best translations of it 

into English, even as we also track down easier to read images from that source. And now, for 

the first time in six decades, new photographs have emerged of these ossuaries which we have 

only just begun to analyze.  

 

For these reasons then and many others, I believe the day will come when, as Yeshua said, the 

truth will set us free! But as for my good friend Lawrence, he was thrilled that the doors that 

were closed to him for days, were finally opened, as he believes, in direct response to his very 

specific prayers. As he also says in  contemplating what for him was a kind of miracle, “May 

Father Yahweh be praised!” 

 

Andrew Gabriel Roth 
February 17th, 2023 
 

 


